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Disclaimer

This document has been prepared and issued by and is the sole responsibility of Block Energy Plc (the “Company”) and its subsidiaries. It comprises the written materials for a presentation to investors and/or industry professionals 
concerning the Company’s business activities. By attending this presentation and/or accepting a copy of this document, you agree to be bound by the following conditions and will be taken to have represented, warranted and 
undertaken that you have agreed to the following conditions. This presentation may not be copied, published, distributed or transmitted. This presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with 
Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) and therefore it is being delivered for information purposes only to a very limited number of persons and companies who are persons who have professional 
experience in matters relating to investments and who fall within the category of person set out in Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”) or are high net worth 
companies within the meaning set out in Article 49 of the Order or are otherwise permitted to receive it. Any other person who receives this presentation should not rely or act upon it. By accepting this presentation and not 
immediately returning it, the recipient represents and warrants that they are a person who falls within the above description of persons entitled to receive the presentation. This presentation is not to be disclosed to any other 
person or used for any other purpose. This presentation should not considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisors. This presentation 
does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to whatsoever, sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any shares in the Company in any jurisdiction nor shall it or any part of it nor the 
fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract commitment or investment decision in relation thereto nor does it constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company. 
The information contained in this presentation may not be used for any other purposes. Please note that the information in this presentation has yet to be announced or otherwise made public and as such constitutes inside 
information for the purposes of Article 14 of the Market Abuse Regulation (596/2014/EU) ("MAR") and the Criminal Justice Act 1993. You should not therefore deal in any way in the securities of the Company until after the formal 
release of an announcement by the Company as to do so may result in civil and/or criminal liability. The publication, distribution or communication of the presentation is taking place for the purpose of a 'market sounding' in 
accordance with MAR. Recipients of the presentation have been requested to, and have confirmed that: (a) where the market sounding is being conducted by recorded telephone lines or audio or video recording, they have agreed 
to the recording of any such communication; (b) they are the person entrusted by the potential investor to receive the market sounding; and (c) they have agreed to receive the market sounding in the knowledge that they will be 
receiving information that the Company considers to be inside information for the purposes of Article 11(5)(a) of MAR and that, in accordance with Article 11(7) of MAR, they are required to assess for themselves whether they are 
in possession of inside information and when they cease to be in possession of inside information. This update contains certain forward looking information that reflect the current views and/ or expectations of management of the 
Company with respect to its performance, business and future events including statements with respect to financings and the Company’s plans for growth and expansion. Such information is subject to a number of risks, 
uncertainties and assumptions, which may cause actual results to be materially different from those expressed or implied including the risk that the Company is unable to obtain required financing and risks and uncertainties 
inherent in hydrocarbon exploration and development activities. Readers are cautioned that the assumptions used in the preparation of such information, such as market prices for oil and gas and chemical products, the 
Company’s ability to explore, develop, produce and transport crude oil and natural gas to markets and the results of exploration and development drilling and related activities, although considered reasonable at the time of 
preparation, may prove to be imprecise and, as such, undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking information. The Company assumes no future obligation to update these forward looking information except as 
required by applicable securities laws. Certain data in this presentation was obtained from various external data sources, and the Company has not verified such data with independent sources. Accordingly, no representation or 
warranty, express or implied, is made and no reliance should be placed, on the fairness, accuracy, correctness, completeness or reliability of that data, and such data involves risks and uncertainties and is subject to change based 
on various factors. No reliance may be placed for any purposes whatsoever on the information contained in this presentation or on its completeness. The Company and its members, directors, officers and employees are under no 
obligation to update or keep current information contained in this presentation, to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent, or to publicly announce the result of any revision to the statements made herein except 
where they would be required to do so under applicable law, and any opinions expressed in them are subject to change without notice, whether as a result of new information or future events. No representation or warranty, 
express or implied, is given by the Company or any of its subsidiaries undertakings or affiliates or directors, officers or any other person as to the fairness, accuracy, correctness, completeness or reliability of the information or 
opinions contained in this presentation, nor have they independently verified such information, and any reliance you place thereon will be at your sole risk. Without prejudice to the foregoing, no liability whatsoever (in negligence 
or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith is accepted by any such person in relation to such information. 
Persons of any other description, including those that do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments, should not rely or act upon this presentation. The presentation should not be distributed, published, 
reproduced or otherwise made available in whole or in part by recipients to any other person and, in particular, should not be distributed to persons with an address in the United States of America, Australia, the Republic of South 
Africa, the Republic of Ireland or Japan or in any other country outside the United Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of any legal or regulatory requirement. Mirabaud Securities Limited ("Mirabaud") is acting in 
the provision of corporate finance business to the Company, within the meaning of the Financial Conduct Authority’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook (“COBS”), and no-one else in connection with the proposals contained in this 
presentation. Accordingly, recipients should note that Mirabaud is neither advising nor treating as a client any other person and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to 
clients of Mirabaud under the COBS nor for providing advice in relation to the proposals contained in this presentation.
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Executive Summary

COMPANY OVERVIEW

• Block Energy is an AIM-listed independent oil and gas 
exploration and production company with a significant 
portfolio of cash generating assets and production led growth 
opportunities

• In late 2020, Block completed the transformational acquisition 
of Schlumberger’s Georgian portfolio, allowing Block to 
further its objective of becoming the country’s leading 
independent producer 

• Block currently have existing 2P Reserves of 64 million boe
with the opportunity to appraise >250 Bcf gas potential

• The Group has a strong balance sheet with revenue streams 
and the potential to grow production through increasing 
existing West Rustavi production, production enhancement of 
mature fields and early appraisal and development of lower 
Eocene targets across Block's portfolio 

• Block has an experienced and strong management team with 
the operational and corporate capability to grow the 
Company’s production and reserves significantly 

Black 
Sea

Poti

Turkey

Tbilisi

Russia

Georgia
IX

Western Route Pipeline

SCP Pipeline

BTC Pipeline

XIB

HYDROCARBON LICENCE MAP OF GEORGIA

Schlumberger licences Block Energy licences
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Philip Dimmock
Non-Executive Chairman
Philip’s roles in BP included Manager Forties. 
He was VP International at Ranger/CNRL and 
VP Operations at Vanco. Philip has served on 
the boards of three other AIM companies, 
including GKP. He currently advises Oando.

Paul Haywood
Chief Executive Officer
Paul has more than 10 years experience in the 
Georgian oil and gas sector and investment 
management for private, corporate and 
institutional clients throughout Europe, Asia 
and the Middle East.

Christopher Brown
Non-Executive Director
Chris has 40 years’ experience across the 
international upstream oil and gas sector and 
has led operations in the UK, Europe, North 
Africa and the Middle East working for Shell, 
Enterprise Oil, Suncor and others.

William McAvock
Chief Financial Officer
William is a Chartered Certified Accountant with 
12 years' experience in senior strategic and 
financial roles at resource groups including Gulf 
Keystone, managing finance systems in countries 
such as Iraq, Russia, Kazakhstan and Sierra Leone.

Block Energy’s Board

Charles ('Chuck') Valceschini
Non-Executive Director
Chuck has 40 years’ experience in the 
upstream oil and gas sector, holding senior 
technical and leadership roles at BP and 
American Energy Group Ltd, where he was 
CEO. He has expertise in FSU countries, and is 
currently Chairman of JKX Oil & Gas plc and 
CEO of TechNefteGaz Consulting LLC. 

David ('Dato') Sandroshvili
Non-Executive Director
Dato has held senior oil and gas management and 
corporate finance advisory positions in the FSU 
and the UK. A dual national of Georgia and the UK, 
Dato is currently CFO at New Age (African Global 
Energy) Limited, he has held senior positions at 
Ophir Energy plc and Evercore Partners and 
worked at Citigroup and UBS Investment Bank.
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202020192018
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Pre Feed  BTC tie 
back complete

Agree Gas sales contract 
with Bago LLC

5

History 

• Since its IPO in 2018, Block has significantly increased its foothold in Georgia increasing both its production and acreage position

5

Operations

Financing

Commercial / M&A

Production 15 bopd Norio 
35 bopd

Increased working interest 
in West Rustavi to 100%

AIM listing 
£5 mm £12 mm

Placing

WR-16aZ 
Production

drop

WR-38Z test
508 boepd

Norio + WR
350 boepd

Well integrity issues

Agree asset acquisition of 
producing assets 

Schlumberger Georgia
Completed 
acquisition

WR-16aZ test 
1,100 bopd

+500 boepd

Install & Commission 
WR – Gas Production 
Facility Installation

WR-16aZ 
Re-entry & Sidetrack

WR-38Z
Re-entry &
Sidetrack

WR-51Z
Abort Re-entry

WR – 3D Seismic 
acquisition
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Production Event Led Growth Opportunities

6
1 Base production includes Norio and Satskhenisi

Company Production Build in 2021 (2-Well 2021 Program)

Company Cumulative Net Cash Estimates

Continuous Drilling Program

WR-BA
PAT-BA

JKT-1 ST

WR-BB

RUS-BA

PAT-BB

West Rustavi Drilling Programme

• The first two wells of Block’s campaign are planned to further increase 
West Rustavi / Rustavi production and cashflow

Patardzeuli Field Redevelopment

• Wells will access three identified resource categories :

• Behind pipe
• Poorly swept
• Unswept & untested

• Estimated at 388 mmbbl remaining resource potential

Lower & M Eocene Gas Appraisal and Development

• 600BCF potential identified by Schlumberger and >8TCF identified by 
GOG in and around Block’s acreage

• Commencing with the re-entry of the PAT-E1 2018 gas discovery and 
drilling a horizontal well targeting increased commercial production rates

• Followed by implementation of Schlumberger’s initial development plan

1

Block has a three independent strategies for significant 
production growth across its acreage in Georgia 

Block Base

11b Base

WR-38Z

WR-BA

WR-BB

WR-16aZ WO
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Transformational Schlumberger Georgia Acquisition

7

A Transformational Transaction for Block Energy

• Increases the company’s base production to +500boepd 
providing a robust platform for growth. 

• Significant uplift in 2P Reserves (> 60mm BOE) and 2C 
Contingent Resource volumes together with cost recovery 
pool of $140mm

• Improves performance of existing Block Energy assets –
leveraging improved technical knowledge and operational 
synergies 

• Increased acreage position improves Block’s ability to 
consolidate surrounding assets & strengthen farmin interest

• Block will build on the extensive historic data acquired 
together with modern reservoir and borehole imaging 
technology to access significant remaining potential 
identified

BLOCK ENERGY LICENCES AND SCHLUMBERGER BLOCK XIB
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Rustavi Area (XIB/XIF) Integration 

• Initial operations will focus on combining Block Energy & Schlumberger production centred on the Rustavi area 

8

New oil well location
New gas well locationExisting Block acreage

Acquired acreage

XIII XIH

XIB

XIF

Kura River
5 km N

WR-38Z
WR-51

WR-34

JKT-01

WR-30
RUS-02

Bago Facility

EPF

WR-16aZ

WR-BA; new horizontal 
production well

WR-34_A; new horizontal 
production well
WR-38Z & -16aZ hooked 
up & producing to EPF

WR-BB new horizontal 
production well

JKT-01st horizontal 
side-track; production 
well

Early Production Facility; 
First gas Q1 2021

RUS-BA:
Rustavi -2 step out; 
new horizontal 
production well
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Top M Eocene

W E

APPRAISEL WELL  WEST RUSTAVI 16aZ

Poor well integrity, located in geologically complex area
Future wells will be drilled parallel to faults to limit early water 
breakthrough

Top M Eocene

W E

WELL  WEST RUSTAVI 38Z

Performance of 38Z demonstrates value of targeting continuous 
seismic response 

99

WR38Z

WR16aZ

Top mid Eocene, TWT
N

Lessons Learned from Recent West Rustavi Drilling and 3D Seismic

• Well integrity issues associated with the Soviet well stock compromises operational performance
• 3D seismic acquired in 2019, provides significant insights into reservoir quality & structure enabling optimisation of 

well positioning.
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• Targeting the West Rustavi Middle Eocene fractured tuff reservoir, tied 
into the field EPF.

• First well in West Rustavi planned on a 3D seismic survey.
• The horizontal section is planned to be 1100 m long, completed with a 

slotted liner and external packers to provide a water shut-off capability.
• High quality reservoir measurements will be acquired.
• Second well in campaign will be governed by results of WR-BA

1st Well in Campaign- West Rustavi WR-BA

PROPOSED WELL LOCATION & TRAJECTORY

WELL PRODUCTION PROFILE1

OBJECTIVES

1 Estimates based on historic well performance and current Block drilling cost forecast

W E

Top Mid 
Eocene
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Daily Rate Cumulative

Decline rate 18.4% / year

Target cumulative volume: 2.1 mm boe

VOLUMES AND ECONOMICS1

• Target cumulative volume: 2.12 mm boe
• Initial production rate: 550 bopd, 0.31 mmscf/d
• Plateau:10 months, decline rate @ 18.4%/year
• Well cost: $3.0 mm
• Time to payback: 12 months
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PATARDZEULI FIELD HISTORIC PRODUCTION

PATARDZEULI MIDDLE EOCENE RESOURCE POTENTIAL

97 Produced

Remaining 
Contingent Resources

3881

37 
Risked Recoverable

• Field developed with 1970’s Soviet technology & philosophy
• vertical wells, poor placement & completion
• drilled “blind” – limited understanding of fracture distribution
• many wells TD’d high in the 600m thick reservoir

• Consequently, significant remaining resources are present at all 
levels throughout this Middle Eocene reservoir

• Three categories of resources identified in Middle Eocene reservoir
• Behind pipe
• Poorly swept
• Unswept & untested

• Numerous projects planned with independent risks

Large Upside Identified in Patardzeuli Field

 -
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Soviet Union 
demise

Estimated values of porosity and irreducible volumes based on practitioner experience and analogue of fractured 
reservoirs. Nelson RA:  2001 Geologic Analysis of Naturally Fractured Reservoirs, 2nd ed. Gulf Publishing (2001): 1–2 (Nelson, R.A. 
1985. Geologic analysis of naturally fractured reservoirs. Gulf Publishing Company)

1 Remaining  volume = (1% porosity * Gross Rock Volume) 
– recorded production to date – estimated unrecoverable 
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Eocene Basin-wide Gas Potential

Lower Eocene
Gas up to 2330 mtvss
Possible 2000m gas column

Middle Eocene
Oil down to 2151 mtvss

PAT-E1st horizontal side-track – evaluating productivity in the Lower Eocene 

• Proven Lower Eocene gas
prospectivity in Samgori &
Patardzeuli

Mapped Middle Eocene
gas prospectivity

Top Middle Eocene 
Structure 

12

• Proven Lower Eocene Gas in Sam-Pat
• Multi-TCF resource potential (>8 TCF) identified 

in Middle Eocene by Block associates within and 
around Block licences

• Monetisation will be achieved through 
collaboration with neighbouring operators 

PAT-E1

PAT-E1st

Block licence boundaries
Schlumberger licence boundaries
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Drilling Programme Summary

JKT-1 Sidetrack

• Modern donor well sidetrack 

• Secondary target available 
in gas bearing Upper 
Eocene

• New horizontal wells 
targeting Middle Eocene oil 

Rustavi Gas Well

• Up-dip gas well targeting 5.6 
bcf of reserves

• This field produced 10.4  bcf 
until 1994 when the existing 
producing wells were killed 
during civil unrest

Patardzeuli-BA Well

• Extensive analysis of field 
and well histories 
demonstrate that large 
remaining potential exists 
throughout the reservoir. 

Patardzeuli-BB Well

• Wells were drilled without 
reference to fracture

• Completion strategies were 
not based on near wellbore 
fracture characterisation

• PAT-BB will be located with 
respect to fracture analysis 
from the nearby PAT-E1 
well and completed based 
on high resolution wellbore 
fracture characterisation

1 excludes $18.6mm base production 

WR-BA WR-BB

1
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3 3 3
2.2

3.75

2020 2021 2022

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

EPF

West Rustavi 
First Gas

$18.2

$18.9

$15.3
$8.1

$29.9

$20.3

$44.6

Base 
production1

Base production1 : includes WR-38Z & 16aZ

2021-2022 Work Programme & Value Projection

JKT-1st

PAT-BA

WR-BB

PAT-BB

WR-BA

RUS-BA

CAPEX 
($mm)

3.5

$ = million  NPV
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APPENDIX

Reserves & Resource Management

15
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Phase 1 & 2 Production Profiles
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XIB Gas Development

17

• To commence with re-entry and horizontal side track of the PAT-E1 discovery
• 600 BCF (P50) 1TCF (P10) identified by Schlumberger across  Block XIB
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2.5 km
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PROPOSED WELL LOCATION & TRAJECTORY

WELL PRODUCTION PROFILE1

PROPOSED WELL LOCATION & TRAJECTORY

OBJECTIVES

1 Estimates based on historic well performance and current Block drilling cost forecast

• Re-entry and side-track of JKT-1 will target oil & gas production in Middle Eocene 
reservoir, tied back to the EPF.

• JKT-1 spudded  2012, drilled 58.5m down a fault zone (conformed by borehole images) 
with very poor reservoir properties - explaining the non-commercial flow rates. The well is 
positioned at the end of one of a series of linear seismic fault attributes and thus calibrates 
them as zones of poor reservoir properties. 

• The side-track will be drilled on a NNW azimuth through a seismically less disturbed zone. 
This is due to uncertainty around the KRT-39 drainage area and fault complexity nearby 
to it.  KRT-39 had produced  c 0.5 MMstb (by 2019) proving the presence of producible 
hydrocarbons in this area.

• Well cost: $2.2mm, Time to payback:  9 months

NNW SSEJKT-1st

JKT-1st

KRT-39
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Dip-azimuth lineations

JKT-1st

Dip-azimuth seismic attribute

Top Mid Eocene

Fault buffer zone

Faults
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• To provide an oil & gas production well in the West Rustavi Middle 
Eocene reservoir, to be tied into the EPF.

• WR-BB is planned to drill a 375 m long horizontal hole section 
completed with a slotted liner and external packers to provide a water 
shut-off capability. Depending on the performance of WR-BA the 
horizontal section of WR-BB may be rotated perpendicular to it to access 
a more productive fracture system.

• Data acquisition will be limited to a basic logging though high quality 
reservoir pressure measurement acquisition is considered to be critical 
to assessing the risk of an up-dip gas cap.

West Rustavi WR-BB

PROPOSED WELL LOCATION & TRAJECTORY

WELL PRODUCTION PROFILE1

OBJECTIVE

VOLUMES AND ECONOMICS1

• Initial production rate: 550 bopd, 0.31 mmscf/d
• Plateau: 10 months, decline rate @ 18.8%/year
• Target cumulative volume: 1.01 mm boe
• Well cost: $3.0mm
• Time to payback: 11 months

1 Estimates based on historic well performance and current Block drilling cost forecast

W E

Top Mid 
Eocene
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PROPOSED WELL LOCATION & TRAJECTORY

WELL PRODUCTION PROFILE1

OBJECTIVE

VOLUMES AND ECONOMICS1

Rustavi RUS-BA

SENW RUS-02RUS-BA • Targeting Middle Eocene gas, tied into the Bago gas processing facility.

• RUS-BA will be drilled up-dip from the RUS-02 that produced significant 
gas volumes. A 500 m long inclined hole section will be drilled  & 
completed with a slotted liner. 

• RUS-02 was killed with 10000 m3 water as a result of unrest in the early 
1990s. A workover by Slb was unsuccessful in de-liquifying the well. 

• RUS-BA is located in a relatively fault-free area of coherent continuous 
seismic reflectivity.

• Initial production rate: 4.4 mmscf/d
• Plateau: 6 months, decline rate @ 10%/year
• Target cumulative volume: 1 mm boe (5 bscf)
• Well cost: $3.5mm
• Time to payback: 16 months

1 Estimates based on historic well performance and current Block drilling cost forecast
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• Evaluate behind pipe resource potential identified in the 
Patardzeuli field Middle Eocene reservoir.  The well will become an 
oil producer if successful.

• PAT-BA will be deviated at an angle of 30o- 60o against the dominant  
local fracture dip to maximising the number of fractures intersected.

• Advanced well data will be acquired to characterise fracture 
productivity and optimise completion. Results will also be used to 
further calibrate 3D seismic data enabling additional targets to be 
identified.

Patardzeuli PAT-BA

PROPOSED WELL LOCATION & TRAJECTORY

WELL PRODUCTION PROFILE1

OBJECTIVE

VOLUMES AND ECONOMICS1

• Initial production rate: 1,850 bopd
• Plateau: 6 months, decline rate @ 30.6%/year
• Target cumulative volume: 1.52 mm boe
• Well cost: $3.0mm
• Time to payback: 5 months

NW SE

1 Estimates based on historic well performance and current Block drilling cost forecast
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PROPOSED WELL LOCATION & TRAJECTORY

WELL PRODUCTION PROFILE1

OBJECTIVE

VOLUMES AND ECONOMICS1

Patardzeuli PAT-BB

NW SEPAT-E1

• Initial production rate: 1,170 bopd
• Plateau: 12 months, decline rate @ 18%/year
• Target cumulative volume: 4.06 mm boe
• Well cost: $3.75mm
• Time to payback: 7 months

1 Estimates based on historic well performance and current Block drilling cost forecast

• Targeting unswept / untested resource volumes identified in the 
Patardzeuli field Middle Eocene reservoir. Planned as a producer.

• PAT-BB will be drilled through the reservoir at 45o to the SE 
guided by PAT-E1 high resolution structural data to maximise the 
number of fractures intersected, 

• Well bore image data will be acquired to characterise fracture 
productivity and optimise completion. Results will also be used to 
improve 3D seismic image calibration, reservoir performance 
prediction.
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Abbreviations & Mnemonics

mm million
bbl barrels
MMstb million stock tank barrels
bopd barrels of oil per day
boe barrels of oil equivalent 
BOEPD Barrels of Oil Equivalent Per Day
mmscf/dmillion standard cubic feet per day
BCF Billion Cubic Feet
Bscf Billion standard cubic feet
TCF Trillion Cubic Feet
EPF Early Production Facility
GOG Georgian Oil Company
M&A Mergers and Acquisitions
AIM Alternative Investment Market 
TD Total Depth
SAM Samgori
PAT Patardzeuli

23

PVT Pressure Volume Test
CAPEX Capital expenditure
OPEX Operating expenditure
NPV Net Present Value
NPV1O Net present value at 10% discount rate
DPI Discounted Productivity Index
G&A General and Administration
EBITDA Earnings Before Interest, Tax,

Depreciation and Amortisation
STOIIP Stock Tank Oil Initially In Place
Estimates Estimates based on historic well 

performance and current Block 
drilling cost forecast


